AUDIO & VOICE
The rapidly growing importance of audio and voice in marketing
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Reasoning and Thought
Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google’s Voice Assistant, Microsoft’s Cortana, Samsung’s
S Voice and LINE’s Clova - the list is growing. More and more people utilizing audio
channels means one thing for marketers: It’s a place to reach potential customers.

But why is this happening? There are 2 key reasons.

1. Time is an important asset
Whether it’s paying with a card or mobile device instead of dealing with cash, checking the
traffic or train times to know which route to drive or when to leave, people are always trying
to optimize their time. Audio and voice, unlike video, is eyes-free which allows us to
multi-task while consuming information.

2. It mimics natural communication
Having a conversation with someone is a natural method of communication for people.
There is very little friction to speaking and listening, and there are fewer technological
learning hurdles to learn in order to be able to do it.

Key Statistics

1 in 5

11%

72%

searches are already
done by voice

growth in
podcast usage

say their home speaker
is part of their
daily routine

According to a Google study
done by Northstar Research,
55% of teens and 41% of adults
in the US use voice search more
than once a day. More than 20%
of searches on a mobile device
are being done by voice.

Just from 2016 to mid-2017,
Edison Research found that the
number of monthly podcast
listeners in the US grew by 11%
to 67 million.

Think With Google found that of
home speaker owners, 72% find
it seamlessly fitting into their
lives, saying that using it is part
of their daily routine.

Impact on Business
When considering the customer journey to purchase, the impact on businesses is
potentially huge.

Awareness
While visual social media like Facebook videos or Instagram photos lead to awareness,
they still require eyes. The fact that someone can listen to a podcast while driving or doing
work means more time that they can come across information.

Then there’s the search factor. Already, 73% of teens and 62% of adults in the US feel that
searching by voice is beneficial because it’s more efficient, according to Google. Current
SEO tries to get a site to appear on the first page of a desktop or mobile search, but
search results in an audio and voice environment will be even fewer, leading to a
decreased chance of potential customers coming in contact with businesses.

Consideration
According to Social Media Today, nearly 50% already use voice search when researching
products. If a company’s site’s voice SEO doesn’t allow the Googles or Amazons to
provide their users a good voice search experience, another better optimized result will be
the answer.

Impact on Business
Conversions
How consumers actually make purchases may be the part of the customer journey to
change the most. Recall that attempting to optimize time is important for consumers. The
rise of monthly subscription boxes and things like Amazon’s Dash buttons illustrate
consumers moving towards a more frictionless way to make purchases, especially of
commodities. Voice will extend that further.

When consumers can simply ask Amazon’s Alexa to buy laundry detergent, dog food and
coffee and have it delivered at increasingly faster times, customers will be browsing for
alternatives less. Alexa will likely soon be able to consider a customer’s purchase behavior
of these items and offer to re-order them automatically. Because of this, once a brand
connects with a consumer and provides them an efficient way to purchase their product or
service, the likelihood of brand loyalty increases in a voice commerce environment.

GeoMarketing’s 2017 research showed that 65% of Amazon Echo and Google Home
users already feel that they can’t go back to life without a speaker, with 42% of them
saying they’re essential to their lives. We can forecast this trend in voice to continue
growing to the point that many brands are commoditized.

What Actions to Consider
Voice SEO
Optimizing website results to be the one featured answer to a voice query is important.
Consider each page’s “Featured Snippet” or “Position Zero” - the verbal answer given
to a question. With no visual supplement, answers must be concise and informative.
They also have to be grammatically correct and natural, according to Google.

Podcast
Podcasts are the audio YouTube vlog series. Creating an entertaining or
informative podcast program that appeals to customers within a company’s
target can help drive awareness.

Branding
Due to the high possibility of audio and voice commoditizing brands, it’s important to
build relationships with customers now. Focusing on sales and conversions are for
the short term, businesses that work towards being the brand consumers choose to
easily order and re-order from through their speaker will have a better chance of long
term relevance.

What Actions to Consider
Company primarily focuses on sales
conversions

Sales

Company focuses on branding,
effectively establishes relationships
and efficient CX for purchases

Time

The above is a prediction

Startup and niche businesses increase
as barriers to entry continue to
decrease and social media allows for
democratized exposure. The collective
impact is that big, established
businesses’ market share decreases.

CPMs on social media rise due to more advertisers
and big ad budgets competing for a finite amount of
ad space while purchasing by voice continues to
grow. This leads to decreased discovery of new
companies, and consumers increasingly prefer
speed and efficiency to make purchases.

Consumer VR
usage begins
to become
mainstream

Summary

●

2 key reasons why audio and voice is growing is because people value their time and it mimics natural communication

●

The customer journey will change for many as audio and voice become increasingly mainstream

●

It will be increasingly normal to purchase by simply asking a voice assistant instead of looking at a screen or going to a brick and
mortar store

●

Voice SEO requires Featured Snippets - verbal answers that must be concise, informative, grammatically correct and natural

●

Branding for the long term is key as social media CPMs rise and consumers increasingly favor quick, efficient customer
experiences
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